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Summary

She said she could always come to her right?

Notes

See the end of the work for notes.
Chapter 1

“It is imperative that you are always at the top of your game, and the last thing I would want is for my girlfriend to suffer. So if you ever need any help with your…condition…you can always come to me.”

Ruby would have put more thought in the statue of limitation in regards to consent, but right now the only thing on her mind was how enticing her snoozing girlfriend fully erect cock was. Normally she would wait for the white haired woman to wake up before taking her dick for a ride, Ruby truly enjoyed the sight of her girlfriend’s face twisted in pure bliss after all, but her heat had been demanding a creampie from the ex-heiress and the wolf faunus couldn’t help but obey her instincts.

Her current priorities were certainly a strange mix match of goals right now to be sure. Getting her girlfriend’s semen deposited directly into her womb was the sole purpose for her ridding her girlfriend’s cock right now, but despite the woman’s permission to use her whenever she needed Ruby was still adamant she not bounce to hard and risk rousing the sleeping ex-heiresses.

She was careful to cover her mouth so that the gasp and moans that escaped her mouth as her pussy was stretched apart by her girlfriend’s cock, but she couldn’t help but roll Weiss’s night gown over her chest so she could admire the woman’s perky breast as she continued to ride her. With lust clouding her mind and muddling her objectives Ruby reached down so she could fondle one of the woman’s adorable B-cup sized breast. Her wolf ears perked up as she caught the few moans escaping her girlfriend’s lips, but aside from that Ruby continued to bounce up and down on her girlfriend’s cock as she worked to bring the woman to climax without waking her.

Having to limit herself to a more steady tempo when she so desperately wanted to slam her hips down with each drop was a painful compromise she had to make, but her full 10 hours of sleep were imperative to her and Ruby didn’t feel like robbing her girlfriend of that. Besides, she may not be able to completely surrender herself, but at least she got to admire her girlfriend’s adorable sleeping face. The small trail of drool that Ruby could always clean up since she was an early riser coupled with the peaceful expression made for an adorable Weiss in Ruby’s eyes and she never enjoyed disturbing that sight. Sure she thought her girlfriend’s face would look even more perfect with her pussy grinding along her mouth, but that would be a fantastic sight for another time.

Right now the only thing that mattered to Ruby was acquiring the desired climax she needed from her girlfriend, and the incredible sensation that was washing over her body as she finally coaxed it out of her sleeping girlfriend. Halting her bouncing as she still maintained about a half of her girlfriend’s cock still stuffed inside her pussy, Ruby let out a lustful moan into her hands as her girlfriend continued to ejaculate directly into her girlfriend’s womb. Each shot of cum earning a quake from the huntress as she closed her eyes and revealed in the creampie she had received.

Having quelled her raging desire, Ruby returned her girlfriend’s night gown to it’s previous position and snuggled up next to her girlfriend so she could nuzzle her face into the crook of Weiss’s neck and float off into a blissful sleep, satisfied that all her objectives had been met as she enjoyed the sensation of her girlfriend’s cum leaking out of her packed pussy.
Part 2

Chapter Summary

Duty calls, and Ruby seems like she knew it would

Chapter Notes

Futa wolf faunus Weiss, normal sleeping Ruby

See the end of the chapter for more notes

Weiss loved her doting girlfriend with every fiber of her being, but she couldn’t stand her at times. Like now for instance, did she know? Had she expected the white-haired faunus to use her while the scythe-wilder was fast asleep? Falling asleep with hugging her pillow while hugging her pillow told the ex-heiresses that Ruby wasn’t to be disturbed, but her lack of pants relayed a different message to the faunus. One that her cock wanted to accept so badly.

She felt that further pondering was required, but the nagging heat coupled with her twitching spit covered cock quickly shoved it’s way to the top of her priorities and spurred her actions from there. Thankfully for the in heat faunus she didn’t have to disturb her girlfriend to much as she slipped her cock into the woman’s exposed pussy. The 20-year old woman had been sleeping on her side with her feet near the edge of the bed, resulting in her pussy facing the foot of their queen sized bed and allowing Weiss to easily insert her cock into the sleeping woman.

Her girlfriend had always had a tight vagina, so Weiss knew to bite down on her bottom lip so that she could suppress the groan that never failed to escape her mouth as her cock was enveloped by Ruby’s vagina. She also knew that her tail’s insistent wagging was going to create some noise if she had been wearing her night gown so in an effort to avoid alerting her girlfriend to her presence she had completely disrobed before crawling onto their bed.

“S-So tight…why do you always have to be so tight!?” Weiss hissed out in a hushed tone, fighting to keep herself from ramming her pelvis into her girlfriend’s thighs as she continued to thrust her hips back and forward. Holding back when she was in the mood was always painful for the faunus, but Ruby had just returned form a 2 day hunt and she knew that the no matter what lie the scythe-wielder tried to sell that she needed to recover after her exhausting mission. She knew that, but Weiss still wanted nothing more than to fuck her sleeping girlfriend like the bitch in heat she was.

“Ahh…Weiss…” Her girlfriend moaning out her name in her sleep had been nothing new to the ex-heiresses, so Weiss didn’t worry that Ruby’s words were a sign that the woman’s silver-eyes would soon be upon her. No Ruby’s words only helped to cement the adorable image that was in front of the ex-heiresses. Ruby’s hold on the pillow her face was nuzzled into had only tightened as the woman’s originally peaceful expression slowly warped into one of lust as a blush spread on her face while Ruby’s calm breaths shifted into pants as her body continued to react positively to the fucking she was receiving. Maybe if she hadn’t been so hasty to deal with her nagging desires, Weiss would have brought her scroll with her so that she could capture this moment.
That would have to wait for another time though, right now Weiss’s only thoughts were to pinch down onto her own aroused nipple so that her body would reach it’s sought after orgasm. Feeling the intense pleasure rip through her body, Weiss threw her head back in pure ecstasy as she finally released her pent up load into the snoozing huntress, a creampie that earned a shuddering orgasm from the sleeping woman in response. Letting the afterglow of her radiate through her for a minute, Weiss let out a satisfied breath as she looked down and revealed in the lewd sight that was the snoozing huntress before her. Her girlfriend’s sweaty figure with a satisfied expression as the cum she had deposited continued to drip out of Ruby’s stuffed snatch.
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Chapter Summary

A faunus instinct can be a powerful thing, even more when in heat.

Chapter Notes

Futa faunus Weiss sleep walking...or sleep breeding

See the end of the chapter for more notes

Feeling the knot on the shaft of her girlfriend’s dog like dick slam up against her pussy again as she fought to hold back the ecstasy riddled cries that she wanted to yell out, Ruby was once again exposed to the bizarre behaviors of a faunus in heat.

Blake had hinted at faunus exhibiting strange characteristics when suffering through a heat wave, but her girlfriend lumbering over from their desk and climbing onto her bed wasn’t something she had been expecting. Last Ruby checked before relaxing on her partner’s bed, Weiss had been napping peacefully at her desk after a gruesome 3 hour long solo study session.

Now however, Weiss was staring down the prone 21-year old with her eyelids half open and a thousand yard stare as she removed her girlfriend’s pants and began to fuck the bewildered woman, sliding her dick in and out of Ruby’s tight cunt at a frantic pace as she fought to reach her orgasm quickly.

Hoping to not wake her, Ruby bit down on her hand to help fight back the whimpers that threaten to escape her mouth as she withstood the initial pain of accepting her girlfriend’s dick without any time to prepare herself. It didn’t last long however and soon Ruby had to keep her ecstasy riddled cries down as her pussy began to lubricate Weiss’s dick with it’s fluids.

With each devastating thrust delivered onto her, Ruby found it being near impossible to keep herself from snapping her girlfriend out of her daze with her frantic cries that leaked through the hand she had been biting down on. She was only thankful that her girlfriend hadn’t been trying to shove her knot in to Ruby’s already packed full cunt, otherwise there was no way she could keep her voice down. Her pussy was already being stretched out to an insane degree, but the added sensation of her girlfriend’s knot invading her pussy and stretching her past her limit would have proven to be too much for her. Instead she only had to fight back the pleasing volts of pleasure that ran through her body with each deviating impact of her girlfriend’s knot against her labia lips.

She was currently caught inside a vortex of ecstasy that only intensified with every thrust her girlfriend delivered, but Ruby couldn’t help but admire her girlfriend’s hypnotic state as she continued to gaze. Weiss was completely unresponsive, but she moved so naturally it was easy to mistake her for being awake. She even did away with her Beacon issued top so that she was free to grope her perky B-cup breast as she continued to fuck her laid back girlfriend.

However she was in fact still driven purely by instinct and lust right now, so Weiss was unable to
warn Ruby of the impending influx of cum that started to flow into her. Despite her best effort, Ruby couldn’t hold back the loud cry of ecstasy that flew out her mouth as her girlfriend’s cum started to paint her inner walls, driving her to a quaking fit as she began to orgasm.

Once the intense sensation had finally subsided for her, Ruby let out a small yelp as she caught the sight of her girlfriend collapsing on top of her. Having fulfilled it’s drive, the powerful source piloting Weiss’s unconscious body faded away and all that was left was a sleepy faunus that was all to happy to snuggle into the familiar scent of her satisfied girlfriend as mentioned silver-eyed woman wrapped her arms around her and gave the exhausted woman a quick kiss on her cheek. Letting out a small giggle as she soon followed her girlfriend's lead and drifted off into a satisfied slumber.
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